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  Code Optimization Kris Kaspersky,2003 A guide to
optimizing programs on the PC and Unix platforms,
this book covers the expediency of optimization
and the methods to increase the speed of programs
via optimization. Discussed are typical mistakes
made by programmers that lessen the performance of
the system along with easily implemented
solutions. Detailed descriptions of the devices
and mechanism of interaction of the computer
components, effective ways of programming, and a
technique for optimizing programs are provided.
Programmers will also learn how to effectively
implement programming methods in a high-level
language that is usually done in assembler with
particular attention given to the RAM subsystem.
The working principles of the RAM and the way in
which it is coupled with the processor as well as
a description of programming methods that allows
programmers to overclock the memory to reach
maximum performance are included.
  Cache Optimization Models and Algorithms
Georgios Paschos,George Iosifidis,Giuseppe
Caire,2020-08-20 Caching refers to the act of
replicating information at a faster (or closer)
medium with the purpose of improving performance.
This deceptively simple idea has given rise to
some of the hardest optimization problems in the
fields of computer systems, networking, and the
Internet; many of which remain unsolved several
years after their conception. While a wealth of
research contributions exists from the topics of
memory systems, data centers, Internet traffic,
CDNs, and recently wireless networks, the
literature is dispersed and overlapping at times.
In this monograph, the authors focus on the
fundamental underlying mathematical models, into a
powerful framework for performing optimization of
caching systems. In doing so they the present the
reader with a solid background for the anticipated
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explosion in caching research, and provide a
didactic view into how engineers have managed to
infuse mathematical models into the study of
caching over the last 40 years. Written by leading
researchers from academia and industry, this
monograph provides students, researchers and
practicing engineers with a concise introduction
to challenges and solutions for implementing
caching in modern computing systems.
  Java EE 8 High Performance Romain Manni-
Bucau,2018-01-30 Get more control of your
applications performances in development and
production and know how to meet your Service Level
Agreement on critical microservices. Key Features
Learn how to write a JavaEE application with
performance constraints (Service Level
Agreement—SLA) leveraging the platform Learn how
to identify bottlenecks and hotspots in your
application to fix them Ensure that you are able
to continuously control your performance in
production and during development Book Description
The ease with which we write applications has been
increasing, but with this comes the need to
address their performance. A balancing act between
easily implementing complex applications and
keeping their performance optimal is a present-day
need. In this book, we explore how to achieve this
crucial balance while developing and deploying
applications with Java EE 8. The book starts by
analyzing various Java EE specifications to
identify those potentially affecting performance
adversely. Then, we move on to monitoring
techniques that enable us to identify performance
bottlenecks and optimize performance metrics.
Next, we look at techniques that help us achieve
high performance: memory optimization,
concurrency, multi-threading, scaling, and
caching. We also look at fault tolerance solutions
and the importance of logging. Lastly, you will
learn to benchmark your application and also
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implement solutions for continuous performance
evaluation. By the end of the book, you will have
gained insights into various techniques and
solutions that will help create high-performance
applications in the Java EE 8 environment. What
you will learn Identify performance bottlenecks in
an application Locate application hotspots using
performance tools Understand the work done under
the hood by EE containers and its impact on
performance Identify common patterns to integrate
with Java EE applications Implement transparent
caching on your applications Extract more
information from your applications using Java EE
without modifying existing code Ensure constant
performance and eliminate regression Who this book
is for If you're a Java developer looking to
improve the performance of your code or simply
wanting to take your skills up to the next level,
then this book is perfect for you.
  Cache Replacement Policies Akanksha Jain,Calvin
Lin,2019-06-19 This book summarizes the landscape
of cache replacement policies for CPU data caches.
The emphasis is on algorithmic issues, so the
authors start by defining a taxonomy that places
previous policies into two broad categories, which
they refer to as coarse-grained and fine-grained
policies. Each of these categories is then divided
into three subcategories that describe different
approaches to solving the cache replacement
problem, along with summaries of significant work
in each category. Richer factors, including
solutions that optimize for metrics beyond cache
miss rates, that are tailored to multi-core
settings, that consider interactions with
prefetchers, and that consider new memory
technologies, are then explored. The book
concludes by discussing trends and challenges for
future work. This book, which assumes that readers
will have a basic understanding of computer
architecture and caches, will be useful to
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academics and practitioners across the field.
  The Cache Memory Book Jim Handy,1998-01-13 The
Second Edition of The Cache Memory Book introduces
systems designers to the concepts behind cache
design. The book teaches the basic cache concepts
and more exotic techniques. It leads readers
through someof the most intricate protocols used
in complex multiprocessor caches. Written in an
accessible, informal style, this text demystifies
cache memory design by translating cache concepts
and jargon into practical methodologies and real-
life examples. It also provides adequate detail to
serve as a reference book for ongoing work in
cache memory design. The Second Edition includes
an updated and expanded glossary of cache memory
terms and buzzwords. The book provides new real
world applications of cache memory design and a
new chapter on cachetricks. Illustrates detailed
example designs of caches Provides numerous
examples in the form of block diagrams, timing
waveforms, state tables, and code traces Defines
and discusses more than 240 cache specific
buzzwords, comparing in detail the relative merits
of different design methodologies Includes an
extensive glossary, complete with clear
definitions, synonyms, and references to the
appropriate text discussions
  Software-oriented Memory-management Design Bruce
Ledley Jacob,1997
  Multiprocessor Cache Memory Performance J.
Torrellas,Stanford University. Computer Systems
Laboratory,1992
  The Memory System Bruce Jacob,Sadagopan
Srinivasan,David T. Wang,2009 Introduce the reader
to the most important details of the memory
system. This book targets both computer scientists
and computer engineers in industry and in
academia. Roughly speaking, computer scientists
are the users of the memory system and computer
engineers are the designers of the memory system.
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Both can benefit tremendously from a basic
understanding of how the memory system really
works.
  A Primer on Memory Consistency and Cache
Coherence Daniel Sorin,Mark Hill,David
Wood,2011-03-02 Many modern computer systems and
most multicore chips (chip multiprocessors)
support shared memory in hardware. In a shared
memory system, each of the processor cores may
read and write to a single shared address space.
For a shared memory machine, the memory
consistency model defines the architecturally
visible behavior of its memory system. Consistency
definitions provide rules about loads and stores
(or memory reads and writes) and how they act upon
memory. As part of supporting a memory consistency
model, many machines also provide cache coherence
protocols that ensure that multiple cached copies
of data are kept up-to-date. The goal of this
primer is to provide readers with a basic
understanding of consistency and coherence. This
understanding includes both the issues that must
be solved as well as a variety of solutions. We
present both highlevel concepts as well as
specific, concrete examples from real-world
systems. Table of Contents: Preface / Introduction
to Consistency and Coherence / Coherence Basics /
Memory Consistency Motivation and Sequential
Consistency / Total Store Order and the x86 Memory
Model / Relaxed Memory Consistency / Coherence
Protocols / Snooping Coherence Protocols /
Directory Coherence Protocols / Advanced Topics in
Coherence / Author Biographies
  Cache and Memory Hierarchy Design Steven A.
Przybylski,1990 A widely read and authoritative
book for hardware and software designers. This
innovative book exposes the characteristics of
performance-optimal single- and multi-level cache
hierarchies by approaching the cache design
process through the novel perspective of
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minimizing execution time.
  A Primer on Compression in the Memory Hierarchy
Somayeh Sardashti,Angelos Arelakis,Per
Stenström,David A. Wood,2022-05-31 This synthesis
lecture presents the current state-of-the-art in
applying low-latency, lossless hardware
compression algorithms to cache, memory, and the
memory/cache link. There are many non-trivial
challenges that must be addressed to make data
compression work well in this context. First,
since compressed data must be decompressed before
it can be accessed, decompression latency ends up
on the critical memory access path. This imposes a
significant constraint on the choice of
compression algorithms. Second, while conventional
memory systems store fixed-size entities like data
types, cache blocks, and memory pages, these
entities will suddenly vary in size in a memory
system that employs compression. Dealing with
variable size entities in a memory system using
compression has a significant impact on the way
caches are organized and how to manage the
resources in main memory. We systematically
discuss solutions in the open literature to these
problems. Chapter 2 provides the foundations of
data compression by first introducing the
fundamental concept of value locality. We then
introduce a taxonomy of compression algorithms and
show how previously proposed algorithms fit within
that logical framework. Chapter 3 discusses the
different ways that cache memory systems can
employ compression, focusing on the trade-offs
between latency, capacity, and complexity of
alternative ways to compact compressed cache
blocks. Chapter 4 discusses issues in applying
data compression to main memory and Chapter 5
covers techniques for compressing data on the
cache-to-memory links. This book should help a
skilled memory system designer understand the
fundamental challenges in applying compression to
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the memory hierarchy and introduce him/her to the
state-of-the-art techniques in addressing them.
  Algorithms for Memory Hierarchies Ulrich
Meyer,Peter Sanders,2003-04-07 Algorithms that
have to process large data sets have to take into
account that the cost of memory access depends on
where the data is stored. Traditional algorithm
design is based on the von Neumann model where
accesses to memory have uniform cost. Actual
machines increasingly deviate from this model:
while waiting for memory access, nowadays,
microprocessors can in principle execute 1000
additions of registers; for hard disk access this
factor can reach six orders of magnitude. The 16
coherent chapters in this monograph-like tutorial
book introduce and survey algorithmic techniques
used to achieve high performance on memory
hierarchies; emphasis is placed on methods
interesting from a theoretical as well as
important from a practical point of view.
  Memory Systems Bruce Jacob,Spencer Ng,David
Wang,2010-07-28 Is your memory hierarchy stopping
your microprocessor from performing at the high
level it should be? Memory Systems: Cache, DRAM,
Disk shows you how to resolve this problem. The
book tells you everything you need to know about
the logical design and operation, physical design
and operation, performance characteristics and
resulting design trade-offs, and the energy
consumption of modern memory hierarchies. You
learn how to to tackle the challenging
optimization problems that result from the side-
effects that can appear at any point in the entire
hierarchy. As a result you will be able to design
and emulate the entire memory hierarchy.
Understand all levels of the system hierarchy -
Xcache, DRAM, and disk. Evaluate the system-level
effects of all design choices. Model performance
and energy consumption for each component in the
memory hierarchy.
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  Analysis of Cache Performance for Operating
Systems and Multiprogramming Agarwal,2012-12-06 As
we continue to build faster and fast. er
computers, their performance is be coming
increasingly dependent on the memory hierarchy.
Both the clock speed of the machine and its
throughput per clock depend heavily on the memory
hierarchy. The time to complet. e a cache acce88
is oft. en the factor that det. er mines the cycle
time. The effectiveness of the hierarchy in
keeping the average cost of a reference down has a
major impact on how close the sustained per
formance is to the peak performance. Small changes
in the performance of the memory hierarchy cause
large changes in overall system performance. The
strong growth of ruse machines, whose performance
is more tightly coupled to the memory hierarchy,
has created increasing demand for high performance
memory systems. This trend is likely to
accelerate: the improvements in main memory
performance will be small compared to the
improvements in processor performance. This
difference will lead to an increasing gap between
prOCe880r cycle time and main memory acce. time.
This gap must be closed by improving the memory
hierarchy. Computer architects have attacked this
gap by designing machines with cache sizes an
order of magnitude larger than those appearing
five years ago. Microproce880r-based RISe systems
now have caches that rival the size of those in
mainframes and supercomputers.
  Multi-Core Cache Hierarchies Rajeev
Balasubramonian,Norman P. Jouppi,2022-06-01 A key
determinant of overall system performance and
power dissipation is the cache hierarchy since
access to off-chip memory consumes many more
cycles and energy than on-chip accesses. In
addition, multi-core processors are expected to
place ever higher bandwidth demands on the memory
system. All these issues make it important to
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avoid off-chip memory access by improving the
efficiency of the on-chip cache. Future multi-core
processors will have many large cache banks
connected by a network and shared by many cores.
Hence, many important problems must be solved:
cache resources must be allocated across many
cores, data must be placed in cache banks that are
near the accessing core, and the most important
data must be identified for retention. Finally,
difficulties in scaling existing technologies
require adapting to and exploiting new technology
constraints. The book attempts a synthesis of
recent cache research that has focused on
innovations for multi-core processors. It is an
excellent starting point for early-stage graduate
students, researchers, and practitioners who wish
to understand the landscape of recent cache
research. The book is suitable as a reference for
advanced computer architecture classes as well as
for experienced researchers and VLSI engineers.
Table of Contents: Basic Elements of Large Cache
Design / Organizing Data in CMP Last Level Caches
/ Policies Impacting Cache Hit Rates /
Interconnection Networks within Large Caches /
Technology / Concluding Remarks
  Cache and Interconnect Architectures in
Multiprocessors Michel Dubois,Shreekant S.
Thakkar,2012-12-06 Cache And Interconnect
Architectures In Multiprocessors Eilat, Israel May
25-261989 Michel Dubois
UniversityofSouthernCalifornia Shreekant S.
Thakkar SequentComputerSystems The aim of the
workshop was to bring together researchers working
on cache coherence protocols for shared-memory
multiprocessors with various interconnect
architectures. Shared-memory multiprocessors have
become viable systems for many applications. Bus
based shared-memory systems (Eg. Sequent's
Symmetry, Encore's Multimax) are currently limited
to 32 processors. The fIrst goal of the workshop
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was to learn about the performance ofapplications
on current cache-based systems. The second goal
was to learn about new network architectures and
protocols for future scalable systems. These
protocols and interconnects would allow shared-
memory architectures to scale beyond current
imitations. The workshop had 20 speakers who
talked about their current research. The
discussions were lively and cordial enough to keep
the participants away from the wonderful sand and
sun for two days. The participants got to know
each other well and were able to share their
thoughts in an informal manner. The workshop was
organized into several sessions. The summary of
each session is described below. This book
presents revisions of some of the papers presented
at the workshop.
  The Cache-coherence Problem in Shared-memory
Multiprocessors Milo Tomašević,Veljko
Milutinović,1993 A tutorial on the nature of the
cache coherence problem and the wide variety of
proposed hardware solutions currently available. A
number of the most important papers in this field
are included within seven sections: introductory
issues; memory reference characteristics of
parallel programs; directo
  The Cache Coherence Problem in Shared-Memory
Multiprocessors Igor Tartalja,Veljko
Milutinović,1996-02-13 The book illustrates state-
of-the-art software solutions for cache coherence
maintenance in shared-memory multiprocessors. It
begins with a brief overview of the cache
coherence problem and introduces software
solutions to the problem. The text defines and
details static and dynamic software schemes,
techniques for modeling performance evaluation
mechanisms, and performance evaluation studies.
  The Fractal Structure of Data Reference Bruce
McNutt,2000-09-30 The architectural concept of a
memory hierarchy has been immensely successful,
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making possible today's spectacular pace of
technology evolution in both the volume of data
and the speed of data access. Its success is
difficult to understand, however, when examined
within the traditional memoryless framework of
performance analysis. The `memoryless' framework
cannot properly reflect a memory hierarchy's
ability to take advantage of patterns of data use
that are transient. The Fractal Structure of Data
Reference: Applications to the Memory Hierarchy
both introduces, and justifies empirically, an
alternative modeling framework in which arrivals
are driven by a statistically self-similar
underlying process, and are transient in nature.
The substance of this book comes from the ability
of the model to impose a mathematically tractable
structure on important problems involving the
operation and performance of a memory hierarchy.
It describes events as they play out at a wide
range of time scales, from the operation of file
buffers and storage control cache, to a
statistical view of entire disk storage
applications. Striking insights are obtained about
how memory hierarchies work, and how to exploit
them to best advantage. The emphasis is on the
practical application of such results. The Fractal
Structure of Data Reference: Applications to the
Memory Hierarchy will be of interest to
professionals working in the area of applied
computer performance and capacity planning,
particularly those with a focus on disk storage.
The book is also an excellent reference for those
interested in database and data structure
research.
  Inside the Norton Utilities 6.0 Rob Krumm,1991 A
complete revision of an insider's guide, this book
covers the latest Norton Utilities 5.0, providing
a step-by-step treatment organized according to
specific problems and tasks.
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